ATTACKS INCREASE BUT PROTECTION IS COMPLEX AND EXPENSIVE

Cyberthreats are soaring and continuously targeting organizations with network, endpoint, and user-based attacks. Complete protection from these threats entails the deployment and operation of multiple security products by a skilled team, which for most to all organizations is too complex to operate.

THE SOLUTION: AUTONOMOUS BREACH PROTECTION

Cynet 360 is the world’s first Autonomous Breach Protection that natively integrates the endpoint, network, and user prevention & detection of XDR with automated investigation and remediation, backed by 24/7 MDR services—placing end to end breach protection within reach of any organization, regardless of its security team size and skill.

KEY BENEFITS

- Coverage from endpoint, user, and network-based attacks in a single solution
- Zero touch protection from common and advanced threats
- Full protection both on-prem and cloud workloads
- Rapid time to value with full environment coverage in minutes
- Additional security skill of top-level security analysts
Cynet 360 is purpose-built to deliver complete protection, based on three pillars: prevention and detection of all common and advanced threats, full automation of the entire response flow from initial detection to complete eradication of the malicious activity and continuous monitoring of this process by security professionals to ensure and elevate the precision and quality of the process.

**Prevention is a step. Protection is a journey.**

Protection must be end to end. Prevention or Detection of an attack’s instance is critical – but it’s only the beginning. One must assume that the malicious artifact that was identified is the mere tip of an iceberg. Cynet 360 is the only solution that triggers an automated investigation following each endpoint, user, or network alert, fully disclosing its root cause and scope and applying all the required remediation activities.